MRSF Virtual FAQ’s

What is the dress code for the MRSF? Students should dress in
business attire just as if you were face to face with your judges.
What about the awards ceremony? We still hope to have the STEM
experiences and awards ceremony at VSU’s Multipurpose Center at
some point. We will have to wait to determine when it is safe for us to
gather.
What does MRSF mean by a narrated powerpoint, and how would
you do that? Please click on the link below to get instructions on
narrating your PowerPoint.
https://business.tutsplus.com/tutorials/powerpoint-narration--cms-29313

There was a person who stated that at this point the MRF is a
waste of time. If you no longer want to participate in the MRSF,
please email us at mrsf@mymsic.org to let us know. We are working
hard to give you the best experience possible given the
circumstances.
How will we video chat if we do not own a video camera? Video is
not a requirement as long as you have audio capability. If you do not
have a device with at least audio capability, please email us at
mrsf@mymsic.org.

Will there be special awards? If so, how will they work with the
digital fair? We are still in the process of working with the special
awards judges to determine how that portion of the fair will take place.
It is a bit more difficult for the Special Awards judges because each
award is very specific for what they are looking for. This information
will be shared as soon as possible.
I have emailed Mrs. Giddings but I haven't gotten a response yet.
Ms. Giddings has been inundated with emails. She is working with
her colleagues to make sure that both the MRSF and VSSEF take
place. Please email the mrsf@mymsic.org account and someone on
the MRSF team will correspond with you as soon as possible.

